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Abstract: Ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO) samples based on fertilizer (AN-F) and ammonium
nitrate porous prill (AN-PP) were studied. Tests were carried out using both a thermogravimetric
analyzer and differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC). Furthermore, the scanning electron
microscopy analysis (SEM) of ammonium nitrate(V) (AN) concerning either their surface or
cross-section was performed. Based on the SEM results, it was shown that the surface of AN-F grains
was flat and slightly deformed, while the AN-PP surface was wrinkled and deformed. Furthermore,
the various steps of thermogravimetric process exhibited continuous AN phase transition according
to precise temperatures. From TGA analysis, a significant mass loss was found as a result of ANFO
decomposition. Direct comparison of SEM and TGA/DCS data led to the conclusion that ANFO based
on AN-F was characterized by lower absorption of FO in contrast to AN-PP.
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1. Introduction

Ammonium nitrate(V) (AN) is a chemical compound, which was synthesized by Glauber in 1654
by the mixing of ammonium carbonate with nitric acid [1]. Currently, ammonium nitrate(V) is usually
obtained via a chemical reaction between nitric acid with ammonia. The result of this synthesis is a
concentrated aqueous AN solution (83.0–87.0%), which is further subjected to the evaporation process
to obtain a more concentrated AN solution (ca. of 97.0% of AN) [2]. Depending on the final product
application (agriculture or explosive industry), AN solution is subsequently converted to solid form
by prilling or granulation. In both cases, the synthesized product is in the form of a spherical prill
or granule and differs with size and physical properties (e.g., porosity, mechanical resistance, etc.).
It can be applied as an oxygen component in the explosive composition. Landucci et al. indicated
that ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO), based on the fertilizer grade of AN (AN-F), was less efficient
and was characterized by a lower void fraction in comparison to the ammonium nitrate porous prill
(AN-PP) counterpart [3]. Moreover, due to the European regulation [4], AN-F requires modification to
be introduced to the market. However, despite this fact, it is this type of AN [3] that is usually used as
the oxygen component in home-made explosives.

One of the crucial parameters determining AN stability and detonation behavior is the wettability
of AN. According to Kwok and Jones, AN wettability is influenced by several factors, e.g., porosity or
the prill surface area [5].
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The morphology of the ammonium nitrate has been studied by [6–13]. Biessikirski et al. reported
that the surface of ammonium nitrate porous prill (AN-PP) was highly deformed and was characterized
by the presence of numerous wrinkles, which influenced the absorption index [6]. Viktorov et al.
analyzed the morphology of AN-PP, which was manufactured in Russia [7]. Moreover, they presented
the formation of the prill surface during the heating process. Lotspeich and Petr reported that fertilizer
based ammonium nitrate (AN-F) possessed pumice-like surface [8]. In turn, in the cross-section of
whole AN-PP prill, the presence of wrinkles was found [8]. Elzaki and Zhang investigated the influence
of the coating on the AN morphology [9]. It was found the presence of numerous hollows and cracks
over pure AN grains surface. The addition of cetyl alcohol caused smoothening and agglomeration of
AN surface [9]. Biessikirski and Kuterasinski recommended the application of AN-PP as the ANFO’s
oxygen component due to its surface properties [10]. Miyake et al. indicated that in case of the same
particle diameter ANFO’s velocity of detonation increased with the decrease of the mode pore diameter,
and in case of the same pole volume velocity of detonation increased with the decrease of the particle
diameter [11] and Rao et al. evaluated ANFO’s explosive characteristics, caking, rheology and friability
based on the scanning electron microscopic [12].

Despite the numerous characterization methods concerning porous materials, a shortage of
information on thermal properties of ANFO was found. The available literature is dedicated to the
thermal decomposition of pure AN [13–15]. Berthelot indicated that AN could undergo seven different
decomposition reaction paths, resulting in products and thermodynamic conditions. Barbauskas and
Legett, as well as Chaturvedi and Dave, evidenced that AN occurs in at least five different crystal
forms [14,15]. It must be highlighted that both AN physical integrity and chemical behavior may be
influenced. The chemical integrity can be disturbed when the transformation of phase III to phase II
takes place at the transition temperature. The physical integrity of AN is influenced by the moisture,
pressure and temperature [16].

Moreover, the role of contaminants, e.g., pyrite [17,18], sodium sulfate [19,20], sodium bicarbonate,
potassium carbonate and ammonium sulfate [21] on thermal decomposition and AN stability was
also reported. It should be mentioned that due to the possible AN caking, manufactures add, e.g.,
magnesium nitrate to the AN in order to inhibit the phase IV→ phase III transition [15]. Oxley et al.
concluded that several additives stabilize AN and might be acceptable in fertilizer formulations,
however, these formulations have not shown to be non-detonatable [22]. In addition, Kwok and Jones
made an evaluation of adsorption capacity and porosity of variously prepared samples of AN (mini or
porous) immersed in octane [5].

This research aims to study thermal decomposition properties of AN-F, AN-PP and non-ideal
explosives that were obtained based on studied AN samples. Furthermore, the morphology studies
(utilizing SEM) allow for explaining of how AN structure affects the absorption index.

2. Materials and Methods

The Yara’s International A SA produced AN-PP no. 8 (AN-PP8). AN was characterized by a
density of 820 kg·m−3. The prill diameter was in the range of 1–2 mm. The nitrogen content was ca. of
35.0%. The absorption index was ca. 12.0%.

The Yara’s International A SA manufactured AN-PP no 7 (AN-PP7). AN density was 720 kg·m−3.
The prill diameter was <1 mm. The grade of AN-PP was 35.0% nitrogen. The absorption index
was 14.0%.

“Anwil” S.A provided AN-F. It contained 34.0% nitrogen, equally in the form of nitrate and
ammoniacal nitrogen, as well as 0.2% magnesium in the form of magnesium nitrate. The prill size
was in the range of 1–3 mm, AN-F bulk density was ca. of 920–1000 kg·m−3. The absorption index
was 8.0%.

Fuel oil (FO) was a wide-range sample, consisting of linear hydrocarbons and manufactured by
the Silesia Oil Sp. z.o.o. strictly for the blasting industry. The sample density and kinetic viscosity
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were 873.2 kg·m−3 and 13.6 mm2
·s−1, respectively. Detailed low-temperature properties have been

presented in [23].
Three types of samples have been prepared: pure AN, wetted AN with FO and wetted AN with

the addition of FO in excess.
All AN-based samples wetted with FO were prepared by the mixing of AN-PP7 or AN-PP8 or

AN-F with fuel oil according to the weight ratio of 94.5:5.5. Blending was performed for 20 min at
250 rpm by a laboratory mixer.

All AN-based samples wetted with the excess of FO were prepared by the mixing of AN-PP7 or
AN-PP8 or AN-F with fuel oil according to the weight ratio of 90.0:10.0. Blending was performed for
20 min at 250 rpm by a laboratory mixer. The excess of the fuel oil in ANFO composition was 4.5%.

The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) analyses were performed
using NETZSCH STA 409 PC/PG with a heating ramp of 10 ◦C·min−1.

Temperature controlled desorption of FO from the surface of AN prill was carried out at either
20–130 ◦C (first data set) or 20–700 ◦C (second data set only for AN blended with the FO in excess).
All studied samples were kept under an airflow of 30 mL·min−1 both in the furnace and balance
chamber. The air was applied to stimulate detonation conditions. For each experiment, the prepared
sample was placed in the DSC aluminum pan using a spatula. The mass of each sample was 20 mg.
The baseline of the TG was confirmed by the application of the same heating profile for the empty pan.
The TG drift was ca 5 µg which represents 0.02 mass %.

Scanning electron microscopy analyses (SEM) of pure AN and non-ideal explosive samples were
performed using Nova NanoSEM 200 from FEI Europe (5–18 keV). A microscope allows to operate
under high or low vacuum. Micrographs were taken in low vacuum (ca. 60 Pa) and under the electron
beam voltage of 10 kV. The samples were mounted to holders by double-sided conductive vacuum
compatible carbon tape. Before the analysis, AN samples were dried and coated with a carbon layer.
The morphology results of prepared samples were presented as SEM images in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of prill at a magnification of 200×: (a) AN-PP8;
(b) AN-PP7; (c) AN-F.
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3. Results and Discussion

SEM analysis has indicated the presence of steam-like pathway on the crystal surfaces of the
AN-PP7 and AN-PP8 prills. Numerous surface deformations on both AN-PP7 and AN-PP8 prills were
observed. In the case of AN-PP8 prill, the appearance of a central cavity was detected (bottom-left
corner of Figure 1a). The same cavity is apparent on the surface of AN-PP7 (bottom-left edge of
the Figure 1b). This “air pocket” was probably formed due to the occurrence of stresses, which
were generated as a result of the AN solidification [7,24] Obtained results are in accordance with
paper [7], in which Viktorov et al. pointed out that the surface around the mount of the shrinkage
cavity was similar to the surface of the prill and depended on the AN provenance. Furthermore,
based on Figure 1a,b, the co-existence of variously distributed cracks with face opening over the
surface, both AN-PP7 and AN-PP8 may be concluded. Observed differences between AN-PP7 and
AN-PP8 SEM images referred to the prills sizes and the multiplicity of the surface deformations. In the
case of AN-PP7, the prill size was smaller, and the number of structural-deformations was higher in
comparison with AN-PP8.

The AN-F granule was rather flat with a few surface deformations and cracks (Figure 1c).
Furthermore, a small number of macropores was observed. The appearance of distortions present over
found surfaces suggests low absorption of FO within AN-F structure.

To investigate the inert morphology structure of both AN-PP and AN-F crystals, cross-section
SEM micrographs were given in Figure 2.

Cross-sectioned SEM images of AN-F and AN-PP have revealed that AN-F crystals were
longitudinal, complex and rather flat, Figure 2c. A few surface deformations of wrinkle-like type were
observed. The co-existence of inter-crystalline channel-shape spaces were also found. The appearance
of the cross-sectioned crystal of the AN-F is similar to a pumice stone. No channel entries were visible
on the crystalline surface. This observation may be a result of the solidification process, which was
occurring during the production of the AN-F [8].

The cross-sections of the AN-PP have revealed the presence of complex wrinkle-shaped structures
and inter-crystalline spaces. The air gaps were longitudinal towards prill core (Figure 2a,b).
Small deformations of crack type were also visible on the cross-sectioned crystal surface. Obtained
results are in line with [8], where Lotspeich and Petr indicated that explosive-grade prills were
characterized by the presence of steam-like pathways in the whole volume of the prill.

In order to establish AN and non-ideal explosive thermal decomposition, as well as in order to
determine the correlation between AN morphology and the ability of FO absorption, thermal analysis
has been performed. The TG mass loss, as well as DSC heat effects, were measured for various types of
AN-based samples. The TG/DSC results were presented in Table 1 and Figures 3–9.

Table 1. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) results of
AN-based samples.

Sample The Temperature of the
First DSC Peak

The Temperature of the
Second DSC Peak TG Mass Loss

AN-PP7 59.9 ◦C None None
AN-PP8 61.5 ◦C None 0.15%

AN-F 55.0 ◦C 95.5 ◦C 0.36%
AN-PP7 + FO 60.0 ◦C None None
AN-PP8 + FO 58.5 ◦C None 0.19%

AN-F + FO 56.0 ◦C 99.0 ◦C 0.42%
AN-PP7 + FO excess 60.5 ◦C 88.0–91.5 ◦C 0.23%
AN-PP8 + FO excess 60.0 ◦C 92.5–94.0 ◦C 0.11%

AN-F + FO excess 56.5 ◦C 96.5 ◦C 0.46%
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TG data (Figures 3–5) showed that in all cases, the interaction between FO and airflow was
followed by the mass loss due to the evaporation of FO from the surface of crystalline AN. In addition,
in the case of AN-PP8 and AN-F a temporary increase of the mass was observed in the temperature
range of 20–50 ◦C. This can be explained by the heating process which was conducted in the presence
of the air flow. This might result with formation of the secondary products. A similar phenomenon
(mass increase) was observed in the case of AN-PP7, however the temperature range was higher.
Further heating resulted with a mass decrease.

Analysis of DSC data exhibited differences between AN-F, AN-PP7 and AN-PP8 samples. In the
case of AN-F, the appearance of DSC curves (Figure 8) corresponded to the morphology of AN-F-based
sample (less number of surface deformations), which resulted in lower adsorption ratio (ca. 8.0%) in
comparison with AN-PP7 (14.0%) and AN-PP8 (12.0%), respectively. For the AN-PP7 and AN-PP8
counterparts, mass loss, Figures 6–8, was not observed until the AN-PP had been immersed in
excess of FO, which can be explained by the AN-PP higher adsorption ratio. In other words, the FO
monolayer was stronger absorbed on the AN-PP surface, which led to the “surface supersaturation”
state. That resulted in the appearance of weak forces on the phase boundaries. The appearance of
weak forces led to easier desorption of FO from AN-PP surface. This phenomenon can be confirmed by
the absence of the second peak in the DSC profile (Figure 8 and Table 1), as well as by a small energetic
effect accompanied by the relatively high mass loss. Furthermore, only AN samples with FO excess
showed the appearance of the second peak. Hence, an additional TG/DSC analysis was made in the
temperature range of 20–700 ◦C, Figure 9.

The DSC profile indicates four endothermic peaks, Figure 9. First two signals at ca. 60 ◦C and
ca. 134 ◦C represent the crystallographic transformation of AN phase III→ phase II and AN phase II
→ phase I, respectively [25]. Those transition temperatures may be influenced by the water content,
thermal sample treatment method and the amount of impurities. In the case of AN-F-based sample, an
additional peak at 91 ◦C was observed. It might be explained by the presence of magnesium. The third
endothermic peak at ca. 176 ◦C may be assigned to the melting point of the AN. Further increase in the
temperature caused thermal decomposition of AN, which resulted in the appearance of the fourth DSC
peak. Depending on the AN provenance a maximum was recorded in a range of 265–281 ◦C. For all
samples, the phase IV→ phase III transformation might be suppressed by the addition of magnesium
to AN. In the case of AN-PP7 and AN-PP8, magnesium presence could be explained by the chemical
composition of the coating agent. In the case of AN-F, magnesium was an essential component of
fertilizer due to its fundamental property which is a plant nutrient.

All recorded transition peaks comprise the phase transition temperature presented in [26].
However, Chellappa et al. indicated major complexities in phase IV and phase III transition [27].
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Lower decomposition temperature is specific to AN-PP. The appearance of TG curves depicted
in Figures 3 and 4 indicated that mass loss was caused only by the evaporation of fuel oil from AN.
For comparison, the TG curves present in Figure 9. Shows that full mass loss corresponds distinctly
to the decomposition of AN. Additionally is preceded by the desorption of FO from the AN surface,
pores and FO monolayer, all in the correct order. However, according to [5], the distinction between FO
evaporation from pores and monolayer is not well known. In case of AN-F + FO excess, a significant
mass loss (referenced in the pale blue line) begins at ca. 100 ◦C. However in case of AN-PP7 + FO
excess and AN-PP8 + FO excess the mass loss begins at higher temperature of ca. 177 ◦C, Figure 8 The
lower absorption ratio of AN-F might explain the observed phenomenon. Nevertheless, further study
will be performed.

In the case of ANFO, the introduction of fuel oil into AN can result in complex reactions, which
may be explained by the role of nitrate ion as an oxidizing agent and ammonium ion which is
responsible for the reduction reactions [15]. It was established that the addition of wax-coating to the
pure AN might cause the ignition temperature in the range of 177–232 ◦C, however charring begins at
107 ◦C [15,28]. Other fuel components like paper and wood lead to the autoignition of fuel component
at ca 250 ◦C. Hence, at the temperatures below 250 ◦C the reactivity of the fuel component should not
take place [15,29]. On the other hand, Wu and Zavarin reported the presence of a strong exothermic
peak at 184–212 ◦C. It was indicated that the decomposition of pure AN-PP occurs according to the
following reaction (1):

NH4NO3→ N2O + 2H2O (1)

On the other hand, in the case of the AN-F with the addition of 3.0%wt. coating, the absence
of reactivity was found. Babrauskas and Leggett indicated that in the available literature associated
with the ANFO chemistry, no research concerning the influence of organic contaminants on the
AN decomposition was published [15,28]. Fedroff et al. have indicated that ammonium nitrate (V)
decompose above 230 ◦C. However above 325 ◦C it may deflagrate [30]. If is confined and the critical
diameter is meet, AN may explode between 260–300 ◦C. Neither of this process were recorded.

4. Conclusions

Analysis of SEM micrographs indicated that the presence of wrinkles describes both AN-PP7 and
AN-PP8 prills and the studied AN-PP surfaces having pores. Similar findings took place for the photos
made in the cross-section model. The wrinkle morphology was observed on the whole surface of the
prill. Different effects were found for the AN-F granule, which surface was rather plain with a small
number of deformations. All observed differences in the morphology influenced the absorption ratio
of AN.

The appearance of DSC curves shows small differences between desorption ratios of AN-PP7 and
AN-PP8. The influence of AN-PP prill diameter on the ANFO’s properties, e.g., detonation velocity,
the heat of explosion or critical diameter should be further determined to select appropriate non-ideal
material to specific geological conditions properly.

From DSC results, it may be concluded that the presence of fuel oil did not affect the crystallographic
transformation temperatures.

Analysis of TG curves led to the conclusion that decomposition of AN is mainly responsible
for the mass loss. Furthermore, it was found that the AN decomposition process occurred in the
concrete temperature range depending on the AN provenance. For AN-F and AN-PP samples,
the decomposition begun at ca. 100 ◦C and 177 ◦C, respectively. Observed differences can be explained
by a lower absorption ratio of AN-F to AN-PP7 and AN-PP8 analogues.

In this paper, presented and discussed TG/DSC and SEM results showed clearly that the provenance
of AN is essential for the production of ANFO. Analysis of the experimental data prompted us to the
further application of AN-PP as a precursor for the ANFO manufacture.
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